Hello P7s

In Media we study the role of the Media in people’s lives and how it affects them. We look at how the producers make Media texts to appeal to different audiences or create a particular message. You will also learn some production skills yourselves.

What we would like you to do as a P7 piece of work is to give us a guide to the media that you are using, so I would like you to do the following:

1/ Create a list with your Top10 media Texts in it (these could be a mixture of films, TV programmes or box sets, Youtubers you watch, computer games you play, magazines or newspapers you read or podcasts, radio you listen to etc)

2/ Make sure your name is on it!

3/ Decorate it!

4/ You can do it on paper by hand or on a word document. Bring it with you to school for your first Media Lesson when you return.

We look forwards to meeting you all!